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At Oxford Seating, we design
and manufacture seating for
all aspects of our working lives.

We provide seating solutions
for industrial, electronics, 
healthcare and laboratory, 
retail and office environments.

This brochure is our focus on
Healthcare and Laboratory seating
but Opus is also available in static
dissipative polyurethane for 
Antistatic/ESD and ESD Cleanroom
environments, as well as many
other applications.

... chairs designed for work . . . specifying Oxford is the right decision

OPUS

The comfort of the Opus range
exceeds all other polyurethane
seating available today. All the
products have been sculpted
with air channels to ensure the
users’ maximum comfort.

The very best technology and
engineering skills have been
employed in the design and
manufacture of Opus to provide
ergonomically correct chairs as well
as meeting the required industry
standards.

seating

Opus is a complete family of
polyurethane seating products 
designed to provide a total
solution where cleanable,
robust chairs are required.
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Opus Features

OPU-1-LAB
Spring pivot for
continuous back
support

Four-point fixing
bracket ensures
secure fixing to the
chair back

Seat dimensions:
465mm x 465mm

Height adjustable chrome
footring with nylon centre. 
Provides a footrest when
seated and support when
mounting high chairs.

Non marking glides or castors
with working limit of 50 kg each 

Model shown above and in photo:
OPU-1-LAB 

High PU Chair with back rake
action, footring, glides and
polished aluminium base

Sculpted seat and back
with air channels for comfort
and support

Back dimensions:
400mm w x 420mm h

Fully adjustable mechanism
with back height and angle
adjustment and seat height
adjustment

Chrome gaslift with
working limit of 150 kg

Five-star nylon or
polished aluminium base

OPU-4-LAB

Round stool seat with air channels
- 340mm diameter

Ring mechanism with fingertip height
adjustment 

Chrome gaslift with
working limit of 150 kg

Five-star nylon or
polished aluminium base

Non marking glides or castors
with working limit of 50 kg each 

OPU-7-LAB

Solid polyurethane stool seat
with air channels.  Hand hole
for ease of carrying
-seat dimensions 360mm x 320mm

. . . specifying Oxford is the right decision

Chrome gaslift with
working limit of 150 kg

Five-star nylon or
polished aluminium base

Seat mechanism provides seat
height and angle adjustment

Sitting height range
- 540 - 795mm to allow
user to have feet flat 
on the ground

Non marking glides or castors
with working limit of 50 kg each 

OPU-8-LAB

Solid polyurethane saddle seat. 
- seat dimensions 455 mm wide x
 580 mm deep

Sitting height range
- 440 - 700 mm to allow
user to have feet flat 
on the ground
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All models in our OPUS range are supplied with an aluminium base as standard.
A black nylon base is available as an option.

In Healthcare and Laboratory environments many specifiers prefer the aesthetic
of the aluminium base to re-inforce the idea of hygiene.

OPUS Healthcare + Laboratory
           Seating Range         ... chairs designed for work

OPU-1-LAB OPU-2-LAB OPU-3-LAB OPU-4-LAB OPU-5-LAB OPU-6-LAB

OPU-3-LAB/HA OPU-3-LAB/LA OPU-7-LAB OPU-7/PB OPU-8-LAB
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How to specify your Oxford Chair
When deciding upon the correct specification of a chair, factors relating to health and 
safety at work, as well as specific individual needs, have to be considered.

Chair Height

Choosing the right height of chair is very important in that it can affect the posture of the
operator. Working at the wrong height can lead to problems with backache and strains
on the lower arms.

Use the diagram below to decide which height of chair is most suitable for your requirements.
An operator should be able to support their feet on the floor or on a height adjustable
footring or preferably a footrest.
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Sitting Heights* Working Heights**

Model Infix References:      3 or 6      2 or 5 1 or 4 Example:  OPU - 1 - LAB

* Stool sitting heights - Low 405 - 535mm
                                       Mid 475 - 675mm
                                       High 550 - 800mm

Sit-Stand sitting height - 540 - 795mm

** Based on work surface height. 
    Please adjust for microscopes and
    test equipment.

Working at Specific Heights

Please take extra regard when not at normal 
desk or laboratory bench heights.  The use of
laminar flow cabinets or glove boxes as well as
working with microsocopes introduces the need 
for particular attention.

Chair Height References

The majority of Oxford model references are
numbered in a way that denotes the chair height
range.  Those numbers with an infix of a 1 or a 4 
are high chairs, 2 or 5 are mid height chairs and
3 or 6 are low chairs.

Mechanism

The chair mechanism is generally referred to as the component which enables the various
adjustments of the chair such as seat height, back and seat ratio and angle, height of back,
and options such as seat sliders.

Adjustment

The very best technology and engineering skills have been employed in the design and
manufacture of our seating to provide ergonomically correct chairs, able to offer safe and
comfortable seating for many years to come.

A correctly adjusted chair is important to long-term comfort whether the user works with a PC
or an isolator.  It is important that time is taken to get to know the chair when first used.  Find
out what the levers do and ensure the chair is adjusted to the user’s individual requirements.

A. B.
C.

E.

Standard
Mechanism

Independent Seat/
Back Tilt Mechanism

C. C.

A. A.

B. B.

D.

A. Back height adjustment
B.  Seat height adjustment
C. Back rake adjustment
D. Seat tilt adjustment (optional)
E.  Footring height adjustment

The standard mechanism supplied with the Opus chair
is a two-lever back rake adjustment mechanism. An
additional three-lever option is available providing an
independent seat tilt and back rake adjustment. C.

B.

D.

Back Bar

The unique back support bar is the backbone of the Opus chair and is 
designed to promote correct ergonomic support for the human spine.

It provides back angle, height and lumbar adjustment.  The spring 
loaded pivot ensures this support is maintained at al times.

. . . specifying Oxford is the right decision

Independent Seat and Tilt Mechanism OptionSaddle sitting height 440 - 700mm
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Accessories
Castors or Glides

Armrests

A choice of fixed loop or height
adjustable armrests is available
on all our chair ranges.

Height Adjustable Arms Fixed Loop Arms

Standard Footring Optional Footring

Footring

Our footring supplied on all high and
intermediate chairs is a chrome footring
with a nylon centre.  We are able to offer
a chrome footring with polished aluminium 
centre as a standard option.

Chair Base

All models in our Opus Healthcare and Laboratory
range are supplied with a polished aluminium base
as standard.  A black nylon base is available as
an option. 

Many specifiers within these environments prefer 
the aesthetic of the aluminium base to re-inforce
the commitment to hygiene.

Warranty
All Oxford Seating products are warranted against mechanical or structural failure due to
defective material, workmanship or abnormal wear for up to 5 years.

All products are inspected before despatch.  Oxford Seating undertakes to repair or replace
any structural part which proves to be faulty when used under normal working conditions,
provided it is returned to our works, carriage paid, within 5 years of manufacture.

See our website for full details.

Quality and Environmental
All Oxford Seating products are manufactured under BS EN ISO 9001: 2008 quality assurance
standard.

All products are continually tested to ensure that they conform to the strength and stability
requirements of British and European standards.

Development and Construction
In order to maintain continuous development, the right is reserved to revisit without notice,
material, price and construction details of any item of chair model as these become desirable.

Cleaning
In accordance with our Warranty above, we do expect our Customers to maintain a cleaning
policy for the chairs.  In respect of the Opus polyurethane chairs we would recommend the use
of warm water with a light detergent solution or a diluted IPA solution (isopropyl alcohol).

Further details can be found on our website.

Notes:

This is a particularly important safety issue
and is often not considered in full when 
choosing a chair.  Free-wheeling castors
should only be considered for low gaslift
chairs on carpetted floors.

Low gaslift chairs are supplied with soft tyred, interval braked or ‘safety’ castors
as standard on what are generally hard floors in healthcare and laboratory
environments. This is where a partial brake remains in operation.

HIgh and Intermediate gaslift chairs are fitted with glides as standard. Safety castors
can be fitted as an option

Brake loaded or ‘locking’ castors are available as an option.  This is where
the castor locks completely when the operator sits on the chair.

No responsibility can be accepted for injuries resulting from where the wrong castor
is specified by the user.



OXFORD SEATING CO LIMITED

Fernleigh House
135 The Street
Crowmarsh Gifford
Wallingford
Oxfordshire
OX10 8EG

telephone:  01491 838156

e-mail:  sales@oxfordseating.co.uk

website:  www.oxfordseating.co.uk
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